elevate
family
elevate™original
Original family
Elevate Original Adjusta

Electric lift tables in shapes
and sizes for any space.

Elevate Original Corner

This popular Anthro family of sit/stand electric
height tables comes in our widest range of
shapes and sizes to fit all your displays into the
space you have. Choose from single-surface or
dual-surface tables, plus large Corner tables.

Elevate Original Single Surface
Top 4 Selling Points for the Elevate Family

elevate II single Surface

Choice of shapes—single and dual
surface or corner—with sizes from 36”
to 72” to fit your space and equipment.

Height range of 27”–53” (21.25”-60”
on the dual-surface Adjusta) so you’re
comfortable sitting or standing.

Lifts 150 lbs to support most modalities.
For even more lifting capacity, try the
Elevate Corner (lifting 250 lbs!)

Modular so you can add the options
(monitor arms, power bars, CPU holders)
you need and pay only for what you use.

Elevate II is Anthro’s new
family of sit/stand desks that
showcase a fresh design and
updated capabilities, from its
sleek and simple design to its
tilt-and-go wheels and easy cable
management. Plus, the strong
legs lift 250 lbs. with a height
range of 28–47” high… and
prices start at only $1,299!

elevate II Adjusta

styles & sizes
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sit/stand

tilt

monitors

How Is Each
Elevate Different?

A variety of choices to fit the way
that you work

Sit/Stand
Height
Range

Maximum
Lift
Capacity

Overall
Weight
Capacity

Tilting surfaces for added
adjustability

Monitor Control and Configurations

Elevate Original
Adjusta

Dual-surface units come in 48” and 60” widths.

27”–53”

150 lbs.

250 lbs.

Tilting keyboard surface.

Optional articulating arms can hold up to 6
monitors depending on the size of the table.

CPUs

cables

Number of
CPUs the
table holds

warranty

Cable Management

Mobility

Lifetime Warranty

A 5” deep rear cable
trough runs the width
of each table. It’s
deep enough to hold
optional power strips.

Rolls easily on 4”
locking rubber
casters which
can then be
locked in place.

All Elevate tables have a Lifetime Warranty
against manufacturing defects on the table
and a 1-year warranty on mechanical and
electrical components. Cords and plugs are
not warranted.
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Elevate Original
Corner

L-shaped corner unit measures 72”w x 72”d.

27”–53”

250 lbs.

300 lbs.

No tilting surfaces.

Optional articulating arms can hold up to 6
monitors.
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Elevate Original
Single Surface

Single-surface units come in 36”, 48”, 60” and
72” widths.

27”–53”

150 lbs.

250 lbs.

No tilting surfaces.

Optional articulating arms can hold up to 6
monitors depending on the size of the table.
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Anthro — Where Technology Meets Comfort.™

mobility
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